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01 | What is Shapelamp? 

What is Shapelamp?
Shapelamp was established in 2017 with one objective: to revolutionise the process of 
buying a light fitting online. At Shapelamp we strongly believe that everyone should be 
able to customise their own light unit at the point of purchase, to suit their personal 
needs.

eCommerce
Shapelamp’s strength lies in the maximisation of ecommerce together with innovative 
software. The online store is intuitive and easy to use, focusing on the product and the 
design tool. The award-winning portal showcases and promotes the unique light 
fittings in a way that intrigues the visitor. Shapelamp does not have a physical store 
front. Everything is managed through the seamless online systems, from buying a 
completely new design, generating the manufacturing files, to shipping out a 
customer’s Shapelamp.
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Shapelamp has  accomplished this by integrating an intuitive digital design tool allowing buyers to modify the shape of their lamp in real 
time prior to placing an order. A three- dimensional model of the lamp is displayed on the buyer’s screen, and with the use of simple 
controls, the design of the lamp can be varied to suit the clients’ needs. Size, width, height, shape, bulb type, density and custom colour 
are a few of the controls available to the buyer. There are an infinite number of possibilities for the same style. This is truly 
groundbreaking!

Unlike other lighting manufacturers, Shapelamp offers only one model of light fitting. Yet this one model can be customised into an infinite 
number of units, all completely different from each other. Since its launch, Shapelamp has invested its time refining the design of one 
specific family – LUKT. LUKT is based on the traditional Vietnamese lanterns, and typically constructed out of bamboo these timeless light 
fitting cast the most impressive shadows and look beautiful. 
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Our Objectives
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Giving power to people. The power to modify a design to a 
specific level of liking. Democracy is social equality, Anyone, 
anywhere can design a Shapelamp; all one needs is an 
internet connection and creativity, using one’s desktop 
computer, smartphone or tablet device to bring a virtual 
design into something tangible.

Be Democratic

shapelamp.com/create
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Each Shapelamp is manufactured in birch wood: a strong, 
stable, natural material that is proven to be sustainably 
grown. LED bulbs ensure longevity and low energy 
consumption throughout their lifetime.

Each Shapelamp is manufactured on demand and any 
material left over from production is recycled or upcycled. 
Shapelamp packaging is made from recycled cardboard and 
upcycled waste material used for protection. 

Be Sustainable

shapelamp.com
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Shapelamp is a Maltese start-up, from beginning to end.  
Maltese artisans inspired the craftsmanship that goes into 
each lamp, and each light fitting is designed, cut, finished and 
packaged in Malta, to help support the local economy.

Being local goes beyond Malta. Shapelamp’s back-end 
system, lean manufacturing and file-to-factory process 
means that Shapelamp can be sustained not only in Malta 
but anywhere local to the customer.

Be Local
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At Shapelamp, ‘good enough’ is not good enough.  From the 
seamless online experience to the luxurious final product, 
Shapelamp never compromises on quality control.

Shapelamp is more than just a lighting design brand: it is a 
design-focused team, built on quality and innovation.

Quality at Heart

shapelamp.com
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Shapelamp gives the chance to the user to design a light 
fitting which fits the room it will be placed in. From an office, 
to a kitchen, to a reception, to an oblique room in the house. 
Where there are people, there is light. Where there is light, 
there should be a Shapelamp.

Purpose

shapelamp.com
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Shapelamp aims to inspire people to think and learn about 
lighting design. The Shapelamp online platform gives 
educators and students a unique way of studying concepts 
such as colour temperature, lux or geometry and shadows. 

Educate

shapelamp.com
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Designing a Shapelamp
The Shapelamp platform is designed to be as intuitive as possible. 
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Follow our Youtube Channel for more details.

shapelamp.comshapelamp.com

Proceed to Checkout

Lamp Parameters

Dynamic Price

Shape Settings

Step 1 - Shape Settings
Shape your lamp by choosing points on a 2D 
grid. Your design will update automatically.

Step 2 - Additional Settings
Select the lamp’s parameters – from the 
density of the lamp to the type of bulb or 
finish - at the click of a button.

Step 3 - Checkout
Check out with a few taps to receive your 
unique lamp!
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FAQs
The Shapelamp experience from idea to light fitting. 
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Before placing and order
The journey starts online, with the Shapelamp.com design platform. Users design the lamp they want, using the intuitive tool. They have 
ultimate control over the lamp’s design, from its shape to its finish.

What happens after ordering?
When an order is placed, the platform’s algorithm automatically converts the 3D model into several cutting files, ensuring that material is 
efficiently utilised.  Using a combination of traditional artisan work and modern rapid manufacturing techniques, work then begins to build 
the unique Shapelamp. First, the parts are cut using a finely tuned laser cutter, then the team manually processes all the lamps to the 
client’s finish level.

What are the different finish levels?

Minimal processing to remove laser 
burn marks and burnt edges. Ideal for 
DIY enthusiasts who want to add 
their own personal touch to their 
custom-built creation. Sand paper is 
suggested to be used to finish the 
wooden parts for an optimal press fit.

Raw
Multiple sanding processes give the 
wood a smooth feel. A classic, 
versatile finish, ready to assemble 
and install.

Refined
Varnished with the user’s choice of 
wax or stain. The ultimate luxurious 
finish

Premium

shapelamp.com
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How are Shapelamps shipped?
Components are carefully checked before the lamp is packed and prepared for shipping in our sustainably sourced boxes. The packaging 
varies from recyclable materials, recycled materials, to upcycled waste material.

Each Shapelamp is ready to be shipped within approximately 3 weeks from order and arrives flat-packed. Fit the lamp’s pieces together 
with our provided instructions, and your Shapelamp comes to life!

shapelamp.com
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A good idea
is even greater shared!

shapelamp.com



Lighting design should be a democratic process and 
Shapelamp welcomes collaborations with anyone who 
shares similar values. From educators to designers, students 
to architects – the founders believe everyone with a passion 
for good design should be welcomed within the Shapelamp 
family.  Connect with the team through the social platforms 
or send an email on info@shapelamp.com

Connect with Us

shapelamp.com
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https://www.instagram.com/shapelamp_official/
https://www.facebook.com/shapelamp
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shapelamp
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The Team
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Shapelamp was founded by two lifelong friends, Sean and Matt, By merging their respective expertise, one in engineering, lighting and 
sustainability, and the other’s in architecture, design and rapid manufacturing. These concepts are at the core of Shapelamp and influence 
all the processes; from design stage to the packaging and shipping stage. The day-to-day operations are currently overviewed by Nick, 
a full time Engineer, who shares the same passion as the founders.
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Shapelamp
Products in place
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Shapelamp offers a timeless aesthetic that fits seamlessly 
into a variety of settings. From private homes to cafes, 
offices, and maker spaces, a Shapelamp looks good 
whatever the space, whether it is switched on or off. 

Here are some projects that Shapelamp is proud to 
showcase and share with the world.

Crafted with care

shapelamp.com
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Modernist Apartment, San Gwann



Le Grenier à Pain. French Bakery, Mriehel



Le Grenier à Pain. French Bakery, Mriehel Kuya Asian Pub, St.Julian’s



St.Julian’s Parish Church



Summer Residence, Xemxija



Bungalow, Madliena Bungalow, MadlienaHouse of Character, M’scala



Apartment, Nadur, Gozo Apartment, St.Julian’s



•
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